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Naturally-Acquired Immunity Versus Vaccine-Acquired
Immunity
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Science and public policy seem to disagree over which one is better...

“He’s got a pass!” said the dad sitting across from me at the airport in Bismarck, North
Dakota, where we were both stranded due to flight delays. He gestured to his 5-year-old
son.

“Had a slight fever and tested positive for COVID. We had to keep him home from
school for a couple weeks. Then, he tested negative and was good to go. I got the
vaccine. My wife did, too. But he can travel anywhere without any testing, and there’s
no vaccine for his age anyway.”

In Germany Natural Immunity Counts
Since the beginning of July in Germany, where that family lives, if you can demonstrate
proof of being COVID-recovered and then have a subsequent negative COVID test, you
are considered immune. For six months anyway, according to the German government.

But in the United States, where my family lives, even those who are COVID-
recovered (and show high protection via either antibody or T-cell testing) are being
told they also must get vaccinated. Indeed, the CDC has been actively urging
Americans who have already had COVID to get the vaccine.

America’s federal and state health officials, via the mainstream media and social media,
as well as on their official channels, insist that COVID vaccines offer better protection
than natural immunity alone.

CDC Urges Vaccination for COVID-Recovered
A CDC statement from August sums up the official position nicely: “New CDC Study:
Vaccination Offers Higher Protection Than Previous COVID-19 Infection.”

“If you have had COVID-19 before please still get vaccinated,” CDC Director
Dr. Rochelle Walensky urged the public in that release.

“Getting the vaccine is the best way to protect yourself and others around
you, especially as the more contagious Delta variant spreads around the
country.”

But is it really?

Natural Immunity Versus Vaccine Immunity
Despite sensationalist headlines, reinfection with COVID-19 appears to be exceedingly
rare. If you are unvaccinated and have had COVID, the chances of you getting it again
are slim. A preliminary report from Israeli scientists shows that out of 149,735 people in
Israel with confirmed COVID-19 cases (documented via positive PCR tests) only 154
people had evidence of reinfection, which is about 1 in 1,000.

Another study, however, suggests that the chances of reinfection are even lower than 1
in 1,000. Cleveland Clinic scientists who examined a cohort of 52,238 employees
found no cases of reinfection among unvaccinated people with evidence of prior SARS-
Co-V-2 infections.

The same study showed that vaccinated people who hadn’t had COVID-19 had a lower
risk of infection than unvaccinated people. Still, the researchers concluded that
“individuals who have had SARS-CoV-2 are unlikely to benefit from COVID-19
vaccination, and vaccines can be safely prioritized to those who have not been infected
before.”

Sarbecovirus Infections Protect Against Future Disease
The benefits of naturally acquired immunity may go beyond protection against COVID.
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, is part of a family of viruses known as
sarbecoviruses. Symptoms vary widely in different people, but these viruses can create
severe acute respiratory syndromes that usually begin with a fever and body
aches, according to the CDC.

There have been two previous SARS outbreaks. A 2003 outbreak thought to have
originated in China in 2002 infected about 8,098 people and led to about 774 deaths,
according to the World Health Organization. Another smaller SARS outbreak occurred in
2004.

Both of these outbreaks were self-limiting: humans managed to overcome the illnesses
naturally without mass vaccination campaigns. Research on these other sarbecovirus
infections is limited, but it seems that when we acquire natural immunity to these
viruses, it helps protect us against future disease.

To study this, scientists in San Francisco took blood from people who had had previous
COVID infections (SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-Co-V) and assessed 12 antibodies in the
blood. As reported in Nature, the California researchers found that one antibody in
particular (S2H97) was able to bind to a range of sarbecovirus infections and keep the
viruses from spreading in lab experiments. When they tested the antibody in hamsters,
it kept the rodents from getting sick.

This “super antibody,” which was acquired naturally, essentially blocked SARS viruses
from spreading to other cells. While the research is being used to promote the idea of
developing a broad-ranging vaccine, it also shows that there may be long-lasting
benefits to natural infection.

Viral Illness: Natural Immunity Provides Long-Lasting Protection
With other infectious diseases caused by viruses, we have seen that natural infection
provides longer-lasting protection than vaccine immunity. For example, a 2017 study of
adults in the Czech Republic published in the scientific journal PLOS One showed that
the highest protection against the measles, as measured by antibody levels in people’s
blood, was in people over 50 years of age who were naturally infected before the
implementation of a measles vaccine.

Other research on swine flu (H1N1) published in the Journal of Experimental Medicine in
2011, found “extraordinarily” powerful antibodies in the blood of nine people who
caught the swine flu naturally and recovered from it.

Though, again, this research was showcased by news reports as evidence that it may
be possible to develop a one-size-fits-all vaccine against different strains of flu viruses,
what it actually demonstrates is that recovering from naturally acquired viral infections
not only gives people short-term immunity against other viruses but may also be of
lasting benefit in fighting off other viral infections as well.

Because SARS-CoV-2 is a novel virus and the vaccines to protect against it only
became available in January, it isn’t scientifically possible to know the long-term
protection offered by either the infection or the vaccines.

As more data comes in, however, it appears that even mild infection can provide robust
protection from COVID-19 infection. A study from July evaluated 254 COVID-19 patients
for up to eight months and found “durable broad-based immune responses,” even
among COVID-recovered patients who had only mild symptoms.

Other recent data also suggests that natural immunity is long-lasting. A study from
Finland published in September in the European Journal of Immunology found that in
COVID-recovered patients protection against reinfection persisted for over a year.

Immunologist: Natural Immunity Better Than Vaccination
Yet another large study from August looked at a database of 2.5 million Israelis and
found that “natural immunity confers longer-lasting and stronger protection against
infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by the Delta variant of
SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity.”

This Israeli study found that people who were vaccinated who hadn’t been previously
infected were 6 to 13 times more likely to get infected with COVID-19 than unvaccinated
people who had already had the illness.

“It’s a textbook example of how natural immunity is really better than
vaccination,” Charlotte Thalin, an immunology researcher and specialist in
internal medicine who is based in Stockholm, Sweden, told Science.org.

Where Is The Science Behind The CDC’s Vaccine Push?
Given the natural protection provided to people who recover from COVID, why is the
CDC so eager to get every eligible American vaccinated, even those who have
recovered and have naturally acquired immunity?

The CDC press release references only two reports. The first report showed that
unvaccinated people in Kentucky were nearly 2 1/2 times more likely to get re-infected
with COVID compared to fully vaccinated individuals.

The second CDC report, co-authored by more than 40 medical doctors and public
health officials (several of whom disclose direct ties to the pharmaceutical companies
manufacturing and profiting from these vaccines), looked at hospitalization rates of
adults aged 65 and older. It concluded that “among adults aged 65-74 years,
effectiveness of full vaccination for preventing hospitalization was 96 percent for Pfizer-
BioNTech, 96 percent for Moderna, and 84 percent for Janssen COVID-19.”

The second report cited by the CDC excluded hospitalized patients who had only one
dose of any COVID vaccine less than 14 days prior. It also didn’t specify if those who
were vaccinated or those who were unvaccinated had a history of prior infection.

So that report sheds no light on whether vaccine immunity is more long-lasting than
immunity from infection and offers no evidence to justify the idea that COVID-recovered
patients should get vaccinated.

The CDC didn’t mention other studies that showed findings contrary to the Kentucky
study. It’s unclear whether the agency reviewed those studies and found the Kentucky
study to be stronger or only considered the Kentucky study in making their policy to
recommend and require that the previously infected get the vaccine.

Meanwhile, much of the established science supports the superiority of acquired
immunity. That fact has put some people, such as Laurie Lentz-Marino, in a difficult
position as they try to balance the consequences of not complying with vaccine
mandates against their understanding of what’s in the best interest of their health.

“Vaccine-induced immunity can never be as long-lasting and robust as
naturally acquired immunity,” said Lentz-Marino, who taught chemistry and
biology classes at Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, Massachusetts,
for more than 20 years.

“The human immune system knows what it’s doing. We are an incredibly
successful species. There would not be close to 8 billion people on the
planet otherwise.”

Lentz-Marino, 61, recently resigned from her teaching position over vaccine and mask
mandates at the college.

“It’s a sad joke to think that we know better than Mother Nature. We’re going in
the wrong direction. It’s really arrogant to think that we can re-design our immune
systems.”
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Naturally acquired immunity has no side effects.
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You don't need perpetual 'boosters' either.
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Perpetual boosters are on the way.
 https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/09/health/pfizer-covid-vaccine-fda-
booster-authorization-adults/index.html
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Get ready for two classes of people:

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/11/new-zealand-
prime-minister-makes-chilling-vaxx-proclamation/

Those who do not want the mark of the beast will be pushed
out this harlot:

https://sumofthyword.com/2021/01/07/mystery-babylon-
the-great-and-her-beast/
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Horton gets a Pfizer vaccine.

1 shot, 2 shot, booster shot - maimed.
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natural immunity - even woke folk like aaron rodgers has it
now

let vax get what they deserve

I'm not interested  and they can take a hike

now me thane joe thinks we ought to collect his farts

here's answer diaper joe

Let's go Brandon!!
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It's really amazing that

in the entire population of unvacinated people,

there are absolutely zero vax injuries.

My pronoun is unvaxinjured
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Has Newsome surfaced or is he about to be involved in a car or
small plane crash
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He was at Ivy Getty’s billionaire wedding. 
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Pictures?
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all attendees had to hand over their phones at the entrance.
Some fancy photographer had exclusive access for photos.
So good luck on proof or believing the 'proof' when enough
time has come out.  Either way, I saw him live today on his
11:45am 'interview' where he congratulated himself for 40+
minutes for making California so effing awesome. :puke:
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I hope he’s under the care of that nice doctor who took care of
Michael Jackson…
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there's no cure for the junk shot coerced upon the terrified
masses. 

it never worked.

it doesnt protect against infection,

it doesnt stop you from spreading it,

it decreases your tcell activation by 4:5ths

it does install prions in your tissues, there is no cure.

it will give you a heart attack

it is made up of dna altering spike proteins turning you into a
spike protein factory. 

natural immunity is 100% better is life long durable and has no
side effects.

there are treatments for this easily treatable cold (corrona)
virus.

the shot is to depopulatre the earth and kill your children.
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We have to be honest and admit that a number of people do end up
with some longer term covid-19 effects through naturally getting Covid
and that there are risks with catching Covid. HOWEVER, the risks of
the vaccine, the secrecy, the lack of legal responsibility and all the
horror stories one hears are enough to make you step well back from
the queue.

If women have the choice to abort their babies and make decisions for
their bodies, then who the FK has the right to tell me what to inject into
my body?
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CHINA HIGH YIELD - WE HAVE A
PULSE

Source: Refinitiv

China high yield corporate ETF, KHYB, is
putting in the biggest squeeze higher
since Evergrande hit the world.
Sure, from extremely depressed levels,…
but a bounce is a bounce.
We stick to our KHYB logic outlined
earlier this week when we wrote:
"Could it be time to "bargain" hunt some
China high yield?".
There is more room to squeeze in order
to catch up to the HK property index.

1d ago at 10:35
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It's always a safe bet if you automatically assume that your
government is evil, and make your personal decisions based on that
assumption.
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Only the left could "legalize" assault.
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“We have to be honest and admit that a number of people do end
up with some longer term covid-19 effects through naturally getting
Covid and that there are risks with catching Covid.“

that’s what you call “slipping in the bu$)$hit” propaganda. I had
COVID and it lasted 4 days March 21. Totally unvaccinated, Been
healthy ever since. Obese, smoke cigars, and high blood pressure.
Although working on these unhealthy things, still see many more
vaccinated becoming much more ill than unvaccinated.
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Covid affects everyone differently. What it did to you or any one
person does not matter. It has killed over 750,000 in the US
alone.

dbtunr
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It’s the flu, it goes after the weak, which is a lot of
Americans….but I would dispute 3/4 million, they’ve lied about
everything. 

Dash8
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The first year the lockdowns were responsible for half the
deaths and they hyperinflated the death counts by testing
every cadaver.  That likely holds for the second year too.  
Since about 3 million die each year in the US anyway, we
saw like an 8% increase at best with the average age of
death being higher than the average life expectancy.  There
is no justification for the illegal lockdowns or illegal vaccine
mandates.
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93.75% of all CoVid-19 statistics are utter bullshit.   If CoVid
killed 750,000 it did so largely by miraculously eliminating all
deaths from pneumonia, flu and old age.

Junk Silver
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Yes, but the risk is so small, but it's quite common if you've been
vaxxed..

Jimmy S
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and the common flus can cause heart attack/stroke risk double
or more for a month or so afterward and fatigue weakness etc

so whats new really?

Amicus Curiae
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as long as women breath, then the person they breath on the the
right to tell them to get vaxxed. Your argument is illogical.
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No one has sovereignty over my body but me….no one. 

Dash8
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dbtunr  Assuming YOU'RE vaxxed, what difference does it make
if someone breaths near you?  Unless the VAX is USELESS?

colourmepop
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If your vax doesn't protect you what makes you think my vax
would protect you?  THINK! 

colourmepop
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No. The person they breath on has the right to move away

Just In Beaver
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Vaccine shill trying to argue breathing is justification for enforcing
laws.

You're breathing on me, vaccine shill, so I propose you're held
liable for any and all adverse events your vaccine causes. Door
swings both ways.
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Naturally acquired immunity does not exist. FTFY.
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Socialist Troll

#IgnoreUser
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Not only does natural immunity exist....CROSS-IMMUNITY ALSO
EXISTS.

Google the "Diamond Princess" and try to explain how this super-
duper contagious and deadly virus did not infect everyone on board.
Who were isolated together for TWO WEEKS. In a ship cabin.

Free clue: YOU CAN'T.

Next time try to think instead of using fee fees.
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Less than 20 percent of the people on the Diamond Princess
showed any symptoms.

There's not just Natural Immunity, there is also Prior Immunity!

And another 15% of people never are affected and the docs
don't know why.

Nick Elway
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Docs know why....they just can't say lest they be cancelled.

This is not our first rodeo.
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Liberalism rots the brain, see above.
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Nice to see you're as dumb as your homegrrl.

NeedleDickTheBugFucker
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You’re still an idiot. 

Dash8
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If naturally acquired immunity does not exist, then how do you
propose people survive the common cold given there's no vaccine
for it?

And given vaccines have not existed historically, how do you
propose the human race survived all the other diseases?

The immunologists - whose entire job revolves around the body's
natural immune system - will want a word with you.
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Problem is, the big guy doesn't get his 10%
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Um...great point BUT...natural immunity does have side effects! It hurts
Big Pharma's bottom line, oh and protects you from future variants of
said disease.
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This is the real reason for the vaccine mandates. To give you an
internal ID.

http://reclaimingrhodesia.com/digital-id-in-the-covid-injection-qr-
codes-and-camps-for-non-compliance/
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One of the most bizarre and telling things about this whole COVID psyop is
how the medical community seemingly "forgot" about natural immunity. 
Even in the face of clear evidence (as if needed) that natural immunity is
superior to vaccine immunity for this specific virus, the government still
wants everyone vaccinated.  Why?

The answer is obvious, at least insofar as that the "why" has nothing to do
with protecting the health or well-being of the population.  There is another
reason that we can guess at, but only they know for certain.

Will not comply.

LetThemEatRand
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Another obvious discrepancy in this psyop is the inability to determine
who is "vaxxed" and who isn't.

There are no Gestapo troops stationed every thousand yards to check
"vaccine" status.

While walking around in a public space, there are no government
authorities demanding "your papers".

There is no governmental enforcement for "vaccine" non-compliance.
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Yet

Herewardthewake
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Government law enforcement, including National Guard troops
are grossly outnumbered.

Any federal law enforcement action would also be contingent
upon those law enforcement troops being fully "vaccinated".

The resistance to the VAX among law enforcement is obvious.
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Playing a little devil's advocate here...

Just look at Australia to see how that "resistance" in law
enforcement is going.

eyewillcomply
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Australia is the epi center.

proving ground for the eventual system that works to control
99%

OMIV
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The beta test site. Austria also.
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The aspect that is even stranger is they have not conducted trials on
people that previously had COVID. This would have to be a separate
trial from the original. They don't know what the short-term risks or
benefits of jabbing people previously infected with the virus compared
to placebo (test of natural immunity only). Yet they're acting as if they
have data on this, which they don't.
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The second (40 sleazeballs) study also selected the time frame of
maximum (spring-summer) effectiveness of the vaccine effectiveness
curve. Remember Israel congratulating themselves that they beat it
and a few weeks later had the worst stats in the world ? Since it is now
obvious that the effectiveness rate plummets (boosters away boys)
anyone still even trying to cite this study is an obvious enemy of the
people.
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CDC is just a mouthpieces for big pharma and no point discussing any
science past that point with them.

They know exactly what is being discovered in the rest of the world but
because they have been given the power to set public health policy as
they see fit.

There have been given powers they should never have been given
because they are accountable too nobody not even other scientists.

FDA ... the same just a P2P organisation to ensure those who are
entitled like Brandon get their 10%.
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And they seem to have forgotten about "EARLY TREATMENT" as well.
Maybe they should go back to med school and pay attention this time.
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The inescapable conclusion is that the VAX is being pushed for reasons
other than health

gcjohns1971
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De population Bill Gates and the oligarchs want us dead billions....First
they want to kill as many boomers as possible old fat
diseased ...Pensions and Social Security Medicare $$$ Cuomo
wacked somne mostly NYS and Long Island Railway  pensioners why
$$$$  
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THIS could be stopped anytime, it could have been stopped a year ago.

 

but nobody has the guts to stand up and demand IVERMECTIN be made
easy to get as candy, and authorized for general use.

 

humanity ain't worth jack, apparently.  Instead, everyone has to be dragged
through hell endlessly...

liberty2day
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Thanks to Biden and his minions there is an undercurrent of fear in the
medical community. Those that have the stones to use or recommend
ivermectin or HCQ are stomped on in a variety of ways. For a doctor to
refuse a person that could be in the process of dying refusing to give
any available treatment, like ivermectin for covid, is a crime against
humanity but he's just saving his a$$. Same for pharmacists who
illegally practice medicine by refusing to fill a prescription for
ivermectin. It is not illegal for a doctor to use a drug for a purpose of
which it wasn't intended but the docs won't with known treatments
and prevention of covid because they are afraid of the consequences if
they do in the current political environment. 

Big pharma is raking in cash over covid but that's what they are in
business for and they serve at the pleasure of the government. So
don't blame pharma for this mess. The Biden government wants these
death shots in every arm and is doing everything possible to get it
done including, as you mentioned, discouraging any successful
treatments like ivermectin.

not dead yet
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It’s the EUA….it falls apart with ivermectin and big pharma suddenly
has liability…uh oh

Dash8
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Nope if you remove the EUA the definition of a vaccine still has
indemnity for big pharma given to them by Reagan in the 80's.

If it was honestly described as a gene therapy they have no
indemnity.

They changed the definition to evade liability and can you blame
them with 18,000 dead and about 80,000 seriously disabled in vaers
and the truth is the number could be 10x higher.

Of course liberals do not give a f#$king sh!t about those people and
most do not even know the scale of vaers as a minimum.

GreatUncle
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Right? Why hasn't Florida or Texas stood up and handed out
Ivermectin like states in India have?

Thorne049
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Florida haven't needed to because their cases are the second
lowest in the country. Japan has deployed Invermectin, on the other

TheUnderdog
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lowest in the country. Japan has deployed Invermectin, on the other
hand...
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https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/FLCCC-
Marik-Case-Release-FINAL-Nov-9.pdf

Dr Marik is suing his employer because they won't let him use
Ivermectin and Fluvoxamine. Good.

What say we all spam Sentara Norfolk General Hospital admins and
threaten them with DEATH or tell them what you think about their
medical mass murder in a very polite way. Your choice.

TRM
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Just got back from Costco.  I was reminded to put on a mask.  While
shopping I noticed people eating samples with their masks down around
their chin eating away.  These rules, regulations don’t make any sense.  

Ben A Drill
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about as much sense as a re-used condom with holes flipped inside
out

HideTheUgly1
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Expecting face masks to prevent a virus exposure is like using a
chain-link fence to prevent a mosquito swarm from infesting a
Florida backyard barbecue cookout.

serotonindumptruck
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i like mine better

HideTheUgly1
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Fair enough.

How about:

Your underwear protects you from the aroma of your own
flatulence like a face mask protects you from a virus.

serotonindumptruck
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You both rock!!!

TRM
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those cloth masks are a complete joke. N19 is fig leaf but the cloth
masks are only kneeling and kissing the submission ring of the CDC.

dltff-ya
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Don’t shop there - I gave up my membership about a year ago when
they insisted I wear one, I told the manager to go fuck himself…

Dash8
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You should try to enjoy some domestic air travel.  Must mask and
separate at security (but not really) cram through security, you must
wear mask all the time, but you can eat in the terminal, but then back
in line for boarding, everyone crowded (but should be distanced), then
loaded up on to the plane everyone in close proximity with recirculated
air, but you have to wear your mask all flight - except if you are eating
or drinking the complimentary snacks/beverages - then you can take it
down, and continue to wear it for the rest of the journey till you
disembark.  Every single second of that doesn't make a lick of fuckin'
sense for what is ostensibly a nanometer scale airborne virus.

TellyS
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I remember a tragedy fifteen years ago when a young 13 year old kid
suddenly collapsed while playing baseball. His autopsy found that he had an
undiagnosed hole in his heart.

This kind of thing happens, but it is rare. A few cases every few years. 

In Europe, they stopped counting athletes who have died suddenly in 2021
since the vaxxxes have been available. 68 athletes dropped dead as of the
end of August. Football players, hockey, soccer, rugby, swimmers, etc. 

In California a twelve year old boy dropped dead on the field. A young girl
collapsed and died playing soccer. We are way above any normal average
for sudden cardiac deaths. 

adr
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Exercise is dangerous. I avoid it.  

Cosby’s_pillbox
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Good info. I'm borrowing and sharing with others. 

Ignorance is bliss
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Again the retard dumb population do not care about this at all.

Seriously I do not think they have any intelligence to realize this is only
the first.

Big pharma will be creating alternative vaxxes every year and the CDC
recommending they all be mandatory.

This is where this is going.

 

GreatUncle
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Can't look the masked in the eye, as they have embraced slave mentality.

TeamDepends
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You can't look at them in the eye because THEY can't look at you in
the eye.

Peter Pan
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Can't look antivaxxers in the eye, most of them are dying or dead.

AOC_is_my_homegrrl
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Shouldn't they all be dead by now?  They aren't, so there's a clue
for you troll bot.

Mariposa de Oro
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When the dead of winter arrives, they will be dropping like flies. 
Prepare yourselves.

TeamDepends
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I'm prepared.  But be careful what you predict about others. 
You might just turn out to be one of those flies.

Not-1-2-Pontificate
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You have my pity.

TeamDepends
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Anyone promoting AOC is a simpleton.

Dan37
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If most of the antivaxxers are dead, who are you replying to?

Maybe we're just imaginary people inside your mind. WoOoOoOoO
I'm a figment of your imagination. ~~(0_0)~~

TheUnderdog
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Ooooh, a slave disapproves!

TeamDepends
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It’s not a vaccine, it is a bio-weapon.

TrippyCat
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The needle on this in my mind has moved from 'likely' to 'beyond a
reasonable doubt'

desertdog
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Simple fact is I've got a 99.7+% chance of surviving colds and flu's
unscathed.  Big Pharma hates that fact.

Sprumford
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all i know is that CA governor newsome is super pi$$ed

someone switched his saline for the real thing

HideTheUgly1
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"Batch 274-B? I thought you said D ... Oopps"

TRM
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I'm 70 and never got the vax.  Just came out of having Covid for the last 3
weeks.  Of all the places I've been without masks for the past 2 years, I
caught it in deer camp in the middle of nowhere passing a J around the
campfire.  No fun at all - chills, sweats, constant nausea, and just wanted to
sleep.  But it's passed now and and it wasn't the end of the world.  BTW,
took prescription Ivermectin early on for 5 days. At minimum I think it kept it
from getting deeper in my chest.

Been much sicker with bronchitis or pneumonia in my life, but catching
Covid is not the end of the world. F*ck the vax and all their boosters - and
that maggot Fauci.

beaker
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3 weeks?  damn.  glad to hear you're ok

IVM may have saved your life

bobjones1234
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Bottom line is, the vaccine isn’t really a vaccine.  So stop calling it a vaccine.
 People making decisions on our freedom are lying to all of us.   -Captain
Obvious.  

Ben A Drill
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I believe the moar accurate term for it is Death Shot, or perhaps Kill
Shot.  

Cosby’s_pillbox
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It is called a vaccine so it gets lumped into biologics so it automatically
gets indemnity protection from Reagans legislation in the 80's.

Not a normal pharmaceutical which a gene therapy would be.

GreatUncle
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All that said, this is not the point we need to make. I’m not getting it and I
don’t need a reason.

Lucky Guesst
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exactly. no-one has the legal right to coerce, blackmail or bribe anyone
to take an experimental injection.

these rights are not negotiable or subject to the whim of a tyrannical,
stupid and immoral government.

hooligan2009
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You have to be really, REALLY dense not to understand this fact:

"The human immune system knows what it’s doing. We are an
incredibly successful species. There would not be close to 8 billion
people on the planet otherwise."

wickster
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The vaccines, as purveyed in the west, are detrimental to natural
immunity and not only against covid 19, but general immunity..

If the vaccine manufacturers contest that assertion, let them accept legal
liability for the deleterious effects of their products, simple!

If they're sure their drug products are on the up and up, legal liability
shouldn't be an issue, yes?

Now, we'll find out, as Warren Buffett posited, "who's been swimming
naked"..

Cheers... 

Scipio Africanuz
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i fear really fear you are right.

it would be a biblical tragedy if that proves up.

 

karzai_luver
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anyone else notice the number of top athletes in their prime dropping dead
on the playing field ?

HideTheUgly1
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Look none of this is about health - yours, mine or the public writ large. 
While we may not know for certain the REAL reason, what has been clear is
the Covid virus was the seasonal flu evidenced by ZERO CDC/FDA
statistics on the seasonal flu that annually claims a million or so across
America.  Instead we got those numbers presented to us as Covid.  

We also know they forced testing on everyone with a test they could "dial"
to whatever numbers of positve results they wanted.  Once dialed to
produce pandemic levels of positive tests the "curve flattening" talk was all
we heard as justification for lockdowns.  Then the lockdowns caused
massive main street business failures and work from home.  Then there were
those stimmies - families of four could rake in $10 grand.  All conditioning
for Universal Basic Income and grooming American workers to stay home. 

Freedom was promised if people took the jab.  Then there were more jabs,
followed by boosters - forever.  Even children who are .999999999999% of
not suffering Covid/flu are being forced to be vaxxd with a 1/3 adult dose,
never mind whether it's the right dose or not.  None of this shit is tested.

So when I see articles like this one, it's all part of the propaganda.  You
know, they like to cause division among people.  So they've stirred up the
vaxxd vs. natural immunity.  Doesn't matter what any of these articles say. 
It's all bullshit justification for keeping this Great Lie going.

So what's the reason for all this?  I think it's a grander global plan that's
likely diabolically evil like depopulation.  In the meantime with ZERO liablity,
vaccines developed years ago through tax funded research with DARPA and
Pfizer - that's how they hoodwinked Trump with "warp speed" -  Big Pharma
has guaranteed bazillion revenues for eternity or at least until  humanity
succumbs to Antibody Dependent Enhancement or any number of the vaxx
injuries like myocarditis, heart attack, clotting, etc.  And by the way hospitals
make a killing on following the FDA protocols that really don't treat the
Covid vaxx injuries, school districtis are handsomely rewarded for high
percentage compliance and cities across America received huge funds for
pushing the vaxx..

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/how-a-secretive-
pentagon-agency-seeded-the-ground-for-a-rapid-coronavirus-
cure/2020/07/30/ad1853c4-c778-11ea-a9d3-74640f25b953_story.html

Always ask "Cui bono?"  or as Jerry McGuire used to say, "Follow the
money"

Totally_Disillusioned
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CDC isn't based on science, they are based on pandering to big pharma.

Rentier88
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no, not really

they are just authoritarians who cannot admit error

so much of what they've peddled has been as asinine as that by the
anti-vaxxers but neither side can back down

we are 1.5 months away from Xmas when all the vaxxed are supposed
to start dying.  so far, no sign of it.  yet, the mythology persists.

likewise the prevailing perception that vaxxed cannot get infected nor
pass on the disease when this has been known to be false for months. 
it's astonishing.

it's like deranged idiots control the narrative on both sides

bobjones1234
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bobjones1234...... brought to you by Pfizer.

http://reclaimingrhodesia.com/digital-id-in-the-covid-injection-qr-
codes-and-camps-for-non-compliance/

This is the real purpose of the vaccine mandates. you dont need
100% people mandated including the healthy.

ginoisahoody
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I expect to begin, soon, mass death from the clot shots, followed by martial
law, gov attacking the pureblood, war, chaos, tyranny, mass genocide, 

 

and all because nobody stood up, nobody in government certainly, and
made IVERMECTIN as easy to get as aspirin, ivermectin actually proven to
be safer than aspirin!

 

liberty2day
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third world hovels have ivermectin, and their cases have gone down to
zero.  India, Indonesia, Japan, all did this, and they are banging on all 12
cylinders now.

 

but no, caucasians will have to do it the HARD and deadly WAY
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downclown has no counterargument, else it would post it here.

liberty2day
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The downclown is currently too busy sucking the Deep State Pedo
micro*ock.

Quadriad
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“You can always count on the Americans to do the right thing… after
they’ve tried everything else!”  Winston Churchill

Livingston
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Like boosters every 5 months? 

"Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm
not sure about the universe". Albert Einstein

4thmeal
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"Science and public policy seem to disagree over which one is better..."

Wrong.  Real "science" has not been applied to this equation... only
propaganda by a universal entity which controls ALL avenues of
investigation, free thought and speech.  Those with carefully analyzed data
that goes against the evil narrative are not permitted access to "public"
opinion.  As if the Fraudulent and treasonous 2020 election wasn't enough,
THIS whole script is further evidence of the stranglehold our slave masters
have over the world.

eyewillcomply
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The whole Plandemic was never about ACTUAL science but an exercise in
tyranny.

"Let's see how far the public will allow us to go."

Gerrilea
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I bet you fancy yourself as the star of the Truman Show, don’t you?

:-)

Chillin like a villain
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How much meat can you deep throat?

TheGoldstein
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He likes them big boners. 

cbxer55
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Good article, the vaxtards won’t read it, facts fcuk their heads up…

Dash8
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History will look back at all this and say WTF was in the water all these
people drank.

Bill of Rights
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satan

liberty2day
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The case study will be what a great job of propaganda was run on
the weak minded

Acquired Immunity
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The hubris of these "experts" knows no bounds.  It is the same people who
actually think that humans can alter the climate of the planet.

CosmoJoe

“It’s a sad joke to think that we know better than Mother Nature.
We’re going in the wrong direction. It’s really arrogant to think that
we can re-design our immune systems.”
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The REAL scientific data, not the WOKE version from big pharma, CDC or
the WHO directly contradicts the WOKE data.  So obviously, the CDC
knows this WOKE director Dr. Walensky sounds like a programmed robot
when asked questions by Congress, obviously regurgitating scripts to avoid
giving out any real info, and she claims she doesn't even know how many or
what percentage of CDC employees have the vaccine, isn't that something.

If science isn't the reason, there is something nefarious going on.  This
government doesn't give a chit about anyone excepts their own power and
money...

Jimmy S
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Bingo...nefarious agenda that transcends a vaccine.

only clowntard sheeple think this is about public health.

wickster
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Science?  That's laughable.  The question is, why is there politics behind the
CDC's Vaccine Push?

The sell-out by the medical community is a disgrace.  To all of you folks in
the medical community who are part of the echo chamber shame on you
and damn you.  Grow a pair and be a professional.

romanmoment

Where Is The Science Behind The CDC’s Vaccine Push?
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Most recent scientific finding...

after the clot shot, the body begins endlessly producing these
spike proteins, with no off switch. 

Well, they found out these spike proteins interfere with your DNA
repairing itself.  Gradually, you become a walking cancer tumor.

 

someone, dare to tell me this clot shot is better than natural immunity...

liberty2day
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This Nobel Prize winner and virologist will not tell you the shot is
better:  https://thenewamerican.com/french-nobel-prize-winner-warns-
vaccines-facilitate-development-of-deadlier-covid-variants-urges-the-
public-to-reject-jabs/

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-15-studies-that-indicate-
natural-immunity-from-prior-infection-is-more-robust-than-the-covid-
vaccines

wickster
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One nice thing about natural immunity versus the jab is that your natural
immune system isn't destroyed over time.

JohnGaltsChild
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Thanks to Biden and his minions there is an undercurrent of fear in the
medical community. Those that have the stones to use or recommend
ivermectin or HCQ are stomped on in a variety of ways. For a doctor to
refuse a person that could be in the process of dying refusing to give any
available treatment, like ivermectin for covid, is a crime against humanity but
he's just saving his a$$. Same for pharmacists who illegally practice
medicine by refusing to fill a prescription for ivermectin. It is not illegal for a
doctor to use a drug for a purpose of which it wasn't intended but the docs
won't with known treatments and prevention of covid because they are
afraid of the consequences if they do in the current political environment.
Even when family has gotten a successful court judgement to force the
hospital to give their loved one ivermectin the hospital has either refused or
found a friendly judge to nullify the court order.

Big pharma is raking in cash over covid but that's what they are in business
for and they serve at the pleasure of the government. So don't blame
pharma for this mess like many are. Put the blame where it belongs on the
Biden diccttatorship that wants these death shots in every arm and is
doing everything possible to get it done including discouraging any
successful treatments like ivermectin.

not dead yet
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its worse than that.

the analogy would be a surgeon refusing to operate - as some have -
on a dying person with a simple procedure that works 90% of the time.

the patient is there on the operating table, all the staff are prepped and
he or she says "not going to do it, because i don't have permission of
the bureaucrat on the fifth floor of a building 500 miles away"

hooligan2009
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The corollary to this is the adverse side effects of the mRNA injections. From
my count, around 1/4 of all TV commercials are about prescription drugs.
Every single ad prominently mentions 5 or more potential adverse reactions,
in some cases, death. This is brainwashing. Their intent is to convince
everyone that ALL medicines have moderate to severe side effects, and by
inference that the adverse side effects from the COVID medicines is no
worse than dozens of other medications taken by millions of people
worldwide. One of my neighbors just went through 3 weeks of hell that
began within an hour of getting a COVID shot. Before the shot she
expressed concern about possible side effects, and her doctor literally
laughed it off, and told her that there was absolutely nothing to worry about.

mcmlvii
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There is a 100% correlation between tv watchers and vaxxed. Not left,
right or black, white. TV! I want to see those talking heads be the first
to convulse and drop.

Savvy
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TV Pharma commercials are the same grift for MSM to promote the
vaccine - as Hunter selling art for $500,000 as defacto bribe or Obama
selling his books for $61 million which no one reads, but he did a deal
for school books with the same publisher for $380 million for DoE
when he was POTUS

OMIV
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Most vaccines — against polio, smallpox, measles and other diseases —
prevent infection and spread. But not COVID-19 vaccines.

boyplunger7777
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It's questionable actions like this by the cdc that makes me believe
something nefarious may be going on here. Why force an unnecessary,
experimental drug on people? Something is wrong here.

GreatCaesar'sGhost
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I'm not worried about people saying I won't be part of society because I am
unvaxxed.   They will be dead of myocarditis or clots before I run out of
money.

EcoJoker
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It sure does look like a ham fisted genocide program from where I’m sitting
but what do I know?

Dr. Gonzo
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Anyone find out what happened to Newsom yet? Last seen taking a
Moderna booster under a Johnson and Johnson jab. 

Sounds kind of like using Ford parts to fix a Dodge.

Silver Savior
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Just my conspiracy mind, bit I think he'll emerge from his vaxx induced
injury hail and hearty, urging everyone to get jabbed.

Savvy
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he's back today.

desertdog
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It would be poetic justice if Newsom and Psaki die of the vaxx.

Globalist Overlord
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Maybe it was Karma they got the real thing, or maybe the 'plan'...

espirit
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I've read elsewhere he was at some oil heiress wedding.

 

ktulu
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There is a slightly grainy photo of someone who looks like him as
the only person wearing a mask. A mask could cover up Bell's palsy
which is what one of the rumors claim he has. 

Kelley
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getty

hooligan2009
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Del.

 

ktulu
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With his name in the news for the last 48 hours but still missing speaks
volumes as does his no show either physically or on Zoom at the
COP26 events.

Kelley
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I am thinking paralysis as he could not even do a zoom. Possibly
vegitative state.

Silver Savior
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If he has Bell's palsy, that would show up in a maskless Zoom
meeting. 

Kelley
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I posted 2x already

When you are given an offer you can not refuse - lol:

Fox News:  Newsom says he abruptly pulled out of COP26 climate
summit to go trick-or-treating: 'I had no damn choice'

Gekko Jr
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Word is he is sick at home with Bell's Palsy from the booster.

Meatier Shower
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That's the one I hear the most.

Silver Savior
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My physician got BP after his jabs, he wore that mask up to his
eyebrows. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Do you want a different physician now?

Gekko Jr
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Alex Jones did a piece saying Newsome has some type of creeping
paralysis, like Guillian-Barre.  --Bell's Palsy, thank you

RatThot
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It would be massively expensive to give say 20,000 ex ante antibody tests to
check for prior infection, say $400,000 needed for your grant. Almost all
studies use prior reported positive antigen rapid tests or PCR tests.  There
are false positives and false negatives with all tests. When they compare the
had covid prior people to the vaccinted or unvaccinated never had covid,
they use "no documented prior infecton" which is different than having
antiibody test ex ante.  It is sort of like saying you do not have herpies, but
never been tested. Thus a large number in the control groups of vaxed and
unvaxed have actually been exposed and had natural antibodies, but such
was not documented so counted incorrectly as never being exposed. Most
people getting covid have no or mild symptoms and do not know they had
it. As of May 3, 2021, CDC estimated 120 million in US had had covid by
blood samples and 147 million by Oct. 2.  Half of US population likely
exposed by now. I think only 45 million to date know they had covid by
standard PCR or antigen rapid nose swab tests.
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6 Reply"

So, what I am saying, it that the majority of the medical literature is
completely biased abet look good in a quality medical journals with a bunch
of MDs and Ph.D.s stamped on it. This is because 1.) Many in the vaxed and
unvaxed counted as no covid exposure groups with no documented prior
covid actually had covid but were never tested, and the unvaxed are more
likely to be unknowingly exposed because of vax rollout and self selction
bias of more healthy 2.) Type one and two errors, e.g. the article cites "out of
149,735 people in Israel with confirmed COVID-19 cases (documented via
positive PCR tests) only 154 people had evidence of reinfection" - well some
of these had prior false positives or never were infected then got covid
which would explain some of the new cases, you can do math. Note the
PCR is lso highly more likely to give false positive results at lab ct counts
over 30 too.
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good work.

just because someone was not documented does not mean they were
or were not infected previously.

much like the californian crime stats. the soros lawyers do not
prosecute those arrested, then report a lower crime rate - or release
prisoners early and then claim a lower incarceration rate.

hooligan2009
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Who else in the room can feel, sense something very wicked about to
happen.

What rough beast his hour come round slouches toward Bethlehem waiting
to be born.

Worker
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A rough beast indeed, my friend.  Gird your loins and prepare. 

MeLurkLongtime
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Sounds like a Babble reference.

AuEagleNest
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Dark Winter indeed.

Meatier Shower
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What really pisses me off is that made in China paper masks are making a
fortune off this nonsense.
Show me one biohazard waste bucket for all these so called face diapers.
 No, they are littered all over the parking lots, sidewalks, streets.  It’s a
thousand times worse than plastic straws.    

Ben A Drill
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I am just waiting for Banksy to make a statement artwork from all the
discarded masks. 

MeLurkLongtime
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got an idea.  take a picture with a sea turtle choke on a mask.  make it
viral.  next week they ban all masks

Sensei CP3
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12-Year-Old Child Dies Two Days After Taking Pfizer Vaccine in Germany –
Officials Pull Back on Mandatory Shots for Children

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/11/12-year-old-child-dies-two-
days-taking-pfizer-vaccine-germany-officials-pull-back-mandatory-shots-
children/

F Joe Biden!!

Portal
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If it were for your benefit to take the vax they wouldn't need government
policies and threats to demand it.

gcjohns1971
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LOL.  So facts!

wickster
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Mother Nature vs Father Fauci. Easy 

Arctic Frost
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liberal "science"

border wide open while crying "covid"

learnofjesuits
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Lines are already drawn.  Now just have to survive while the jabbed die off.

 

SMC
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the jabbed and the demented

liberty2day
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You mean Democrats?  They're generally jabbed and definitely
demented.  And a few RINO's too.  I'll be glad to see Mittens kick
off, the good people of Utah deserve better.

romanmoment
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Just remember, Trump convinced a lot of good Patriots to take the
shot.

For them, have empathy.

Worker
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trump is not coming off well in my eyes in this  whole deal and many
other ongoing outrages.

HE is not to be trusted.

karzai_luver
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The jab IS the virus.

Pretty clear at this point with "super cold" ADE running rampant.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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I will never trust the board room of corporations to look after my interests or
health. I'd rather trust professional wrestling. 

de tocqueville's ghost
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and I hate professional wrestling

de tocqueville's ghost
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Yeah but rowdy Roddy was cool.

Worker
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They Live

Snout the First
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Indeed they do. Look at maddow.

Worker
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May I point out that "Vaccine-Acquired Immunity" does not exist for COVID-
19? The so-called "vaccines" DO NOT create immunity. If they did, then why
are hospitals full of "fully vaccinated" people with COVID-19? And why do
the government and mass media portray unvaccinated people as a terrible
threat to the vaccinated?

warsev
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Covid zero is a catastrophe

Masks don’t prevent infection

Lockdowns deprive you of essential exposure to the Sun/UVB that
produces vitamin D

Social distancing doesn’t work

“Vaccines” Covid shots worthless and dangerous, inducing short-
lived (3-6 weeks) antibodies

“Vaccines” Covid shots don’t protect against transmission of Covid

“Vaccines” Covid shots don’t prevent contracting Covid

 The FDA and the CDC are corrupt

Joe Biden is a liar and senile

BugMan
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Taking the clot-shot you ACQUIRE a fk-ed body.

LA_Goldbug
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nobody forgot about natural immunity.

 

a bunch of people in high places worship lucifer, hate humanity and push
their greedy, power hungry, anti human policies, and the rest, sheep,
knuckle under and stay quiet as churchmice, rather than standing up and
DEMANDING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS.

 

they would rather see humanity perish, than have the guts to defend truth
and other humans.

liberty2day
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There is no comparison, you do not get "immunity" from Pfizer or Moderna
or J&J, you get (if it isn't all lies) a 6 to 9 month protection, after which it's
back to the needle.

koan
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Pfizer effect starts waning after 2-3 months.  By 6 months it’s useless.
That’s why in Israel you are not considered vaxed after 6 months,
unless you get the booster.  Endless boosters!  (I don’t know about the
other two.). https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/09/health/pfizer-covid-
vaccine-fda-booster-authorization-adults/index.html

gloe
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The pure-bloods will reign supreme. Go Packers! 

Rashomon
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False dichotomy, we don't have to prove immunity to any government for
anything. Nice try.

Ms No
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What I can't get over is the arrogance of some members of the synthetically 
 ?vaccinated? party. 

It's that way or no way. Try to bring up any argument against it and you are
met with a blank stare. 

I don't even know how they even call themselves vaccinated as these are
not vaccines.

I am fully immunized and that's a lot better.

Silver Savior
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liberal scientists forgot that vast majority of infections are mild

people do not report those

learnofjesuits
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Think I'll go with the thousands of years old one.

FJB

EnoughBS21
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Johns Hopkins Doc Says Natural Immunity 27 Times More Effective Than
Vaccine

https://www.westernjournal.com/johns-hopkins-doc-says-natural-immunity-
27-times-effective-vaccine/

Globalist Overlord
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plus ADE risks seem plausable now for corona vax:

 https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-
center/vaccine-safety/antibody-dependent-enhancement-and-
vaccines

wickster
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Most countries, except the USA, will accept prior recovery from COVID as
enough proof of immunity.

HC-CZ
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There are some rumblings that the jabs decrease your immune response in
the first few weeks after the jab.

every time , so every re-jab has a chance to get you lowered immune
function for some time.

How long until you roll snake eyes? Will your immune system eventually give
up? Will it turn into  a system that needs the spike?

When you get a pint of blood in the hospital will you be spiked?

Will they even let you in without the spike?

Has the system already killed many millions(?) but crushed the curve!

A nice slow die off as we would not want to overwhelm those heroes.

 

karzai_luver
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For a brief time the Red Cross stopped accepting donations of blood
from vaxxed. I think pHarma had a little chat with them. Now they're
accepting blood from vaxxed but is vaxxed' blood any good?

Warning Graphic - Woman with a coagulated nose bleed from the vax.

Savvy
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For the longest time until it was pointed out,

the Red Cross website 'said' that natural antibodies

were not the same as those acquired from a vaccine... 

espirit
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Never in history has natural immunity been placed on a lower pedestal than
a jabbb.

Never.

pods
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I seem to remember a sickness called the "Cold".  It was marked by a runny
nose, maybe a sore throat...headache.  You could eat chicken soup and feel
better in about a week...wonder what happened to that...anyone remember
a "Cold"?

marieeiram
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Seems to me that we have a legitimate and certified miracle. Flu
disappears.

Should be in all the headlines.

Worker
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Miracle indeed! In 2020 not a single case of flu occurred on the
entire continent of South America (as reported by the Easter Bunny-
Tooth Fairy news service).

mcmlvii
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Covid cured it.  

Xena fobe
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Covid is probably an escaped polyvax platform bug. Not a
bioweapon. Hence the low death rate. Also, the impact on rhinovirus
(common cold).

Also, it would help explain the immense pro-vax propaganda effort.
To preempt the truth that vaxx research caused the entire mess.

Quadriad
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That's true. If you went to the dr with a head cold you were diagnosed
with covid. A head cold. I had it, head full of snot for a couple days.
Anyone who has ever had a head cold has antibodies to covid.

Savvy
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Anyone who has ever had a head cold has antibodies to covid.

But go get that jab.
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Where the hell did the flu disappear to?

Worker
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Idiocracy believe muh bulletproof masks eliminated it.

Gekko Jr
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Probably never effected the healthy to begin with.  In my entire life, I
can't recall anyone I know getting a flu. 

Xena fobe
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Anybody else as sick of the scamdemic as I am?

Snout the First
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It's been know for hundreds of years that any natural immunity is far
superior to any induced (vaccinated) immunity.

It was only because they called the virus a "novel" virus that allowed them
to start the propaganda that we don't know anything about natural immunity
with this Novel Virus.

Has there ever been a virus that after recovering from it that acquiring
natural immunity did not happen? I don't think so.

 

 

Survival Shield X2
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Only question on natural immunity is how long it lasts, as it varies from
virus to virus.  Measles, for example, is permanent.  Influenza isn’t.  But
there’s no question that natural immunity in every case in history, is at
least as robust as vaccinated immunity.

Bay Area Guy
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True, but do you notice that the "experts" never qualify any of this?

4thmeal
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People who lived through the 1918 flu had immunity their entire
lives.

Xena fobe
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That's nice, but the jabs don't create immunity or stop transmission of the
supposed virus.

Disregarded.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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it should be clear to all that the CDC/NIH/FDA are incompetent, corrupt and
cannot follow the scientific method

it has denied treatment that works, recommended masks that are harmful,
tests that don't work and changed medical definitions that have been in
place for decades whilst endorsing "vaccine" studies by the drug cartel that
fail all of their protocols for efficacy.

the effectiveness of vaccines has not stood the test of time and the natural
recovery rate at 91% is within the standard error of the efficacy test prior to
"vaccine" release.

on top of that, the incompetence of the CDC/NIH/FDA complex has killed
150,000 and wounded 32 million people in the US already whilst preventing
the treatment and cure of using ivermectin and other protocols like
HCQ+Zn+AzM.

scaling these deaths from injections by 18.25 (400 million injections in the
US and 7.3 billion worldwide produces a HOLOCAUST of 2.7 million
MURDERED BY LETHAL INJECTION

and that is a conservative estimate 

all the while, the "top" medical advisors have caused the destruction of
businesses, untold damage to mental health and countless deaths as a
result of delayed treatments for non-covid ailments.

put on top of that the unmitigated environmental disaster from a trillion
masks entering the eco-system (5 billion people using 10 masks a month for
20 months) being enough to go round the earth 2,500 times, PLUS 4 billion
toxic swabs in test kits, PLUS 8 billion needles and vials, PLUS billions of
gallons of hand cleaner and extra cleaning fluids.

they are the cause of the world's problems - through utter incompetence,
malice and hubris - turning a minor disaster into a global catastrophe.

hooligan2009
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It isn't incompetence. It's planned. Get jabbed that's all they care
about. That's it. Get jabbed.

Savvy
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yeah, i hear you. i struggle with that because they are killing their
own family, friends, neighbors and colleagues. well, that is, if they
haven't arranged saline solutions for everyone they know. 

i wonder what a comparison of doctors, police, nurses, paramedics,
firemen, and other front line servicers have died from the "new flu"
compared to the injections.

especially in australia where the police have turned into the SS and
gestapo.

hooligan2009
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science wins...

 

scientism is for sheople afraid to be help accountable for all their poor
decisions, while continuing to want to make the same poor decisions

science is always asking for challenges to create stronger
theorems...scientism says questioning is misinformation

 

your choice

Zerogenous_Zone
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No profit in natural immunity.

Elliptico
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🇮🇱

Cosby’s_pillbox
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Cases are still over 70,000 a day and deaths over 1000 a day in the US. Why
isn't CNN et al screaming from the rooftops???

Speculative Doggy
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because its the Brandon Administration

arthgallo
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rumor has it that red head Psaki is dead

HideTheUgly1
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C'mon now!  Enough with the teasing!

nostops4me
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Maybe she is hanging out with Alejandro Mayorkas?

desertdog
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she and newsome are hanging out together on the coast

arthgallo
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I want to perform the autopsy.   

Cosby’s_pillbox
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Psaki is to Zuck what Cait is to Bruce.

Quadriad
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It's time all vaccine mandates are ended and let people do as they wish.
SC2 is now endemic and seems to be mutating weaker. And we now have
drugs to treat post infection.

On Like Donkey Kong
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agree 100%

therapeutics make vaccines superfluous

if the new pfizer drug works without serious sides, it is the way to go

bobjones1234
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Disreputable, profit-driven Pfizer is definitely not the way to go. 

visiak
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right on. Phyk Pfizer.

ginoisahoody
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We have bunch of Globalists planning to create income and inequality and
they are using every crazy theory to depopulate the world. They are
succeeding by turning us against each other.

Iamanoldybutgoody
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The answer lies in a single question: " Which one enriches our treasonous
congress the most?"

choctaw charley
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Covid19 doesn't exist and has never been isolated. 

The entire "pandemic" is nothing more than a plandemic designed to dupe
the sheeple into taking the death jab.

The jabs are going to decimate the planet. The rollout of The Mark of The
Beast is next.

John Basilone
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It's all happening live and direct. 

Rashomon
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Some of the political theatre (backed by the media, deep in debt
due to "pandemic" politics, lockups etcetera) suggests to me that
this is at least in part a test run.

IOW the death jabs are for later. Even Gates is not so stupid as to
release a full blown eugenics cull without a test.

How easy is it to ensure that say 5% of vials have "bat flu vax" and
the rest placebos? Would verification be important as long as the
numbers hold up?

The main objective if a test run is to observe the Psychology?

Just mulling.

 

misitu
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It's not about vaccine vs natural immunity- natural immunity is the only
immunity!

Vaccines jumpstart the body to produce antibodies- its the immune system
either way,

whether the wild virus or vax triggers the body to do its thing, its the body,
the immune system that does the work either way.  Its time to stop the myth
of vaccines.  The vaccines have been taking credit from the immune system
from day one.  All the vax does is ask the immune system to get started a
little earlier. 

I warn the soldiers to take out the terrorists and then I take credit for killing
the terrorists.  Really. Wouldn't really matter except that the vaccines have
nasty stuff that harms the immune system.  So the benefit of early warning
doesn't help if it sickens the troops that need to kill those terrorists.

Covid vax weakens your immune system 5% per week.  Within within 4-5
months many will have AIDS - Auto immune deficiency syndrome.  AIDS is
not a disease- its a phrase to describe someone whose immune system is
at 0- shutdown/collapsed - battery dead

All vaccines weaken your immune system- hence all the chronic disease. 
I'm not anti vax- just pro natural immune system-  Immune system is like a
supercomputer and big pharma's vaccines are code virus's.  They claim
they help but just slow the machine down.  Biggest snake oil scam in the
history of medicine.  And when the immune system is that powerful, I am
anti vax- its like putting sugar in the gas tank of the ferrari....

 

amamalakis
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NPCs are fully Vaxxed up. 

 

 

dojufitz
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If you tested positive in the early dayz before the jab, do you now have
natural immunity...? 

espirit
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Who knows since the test was largely BS.

A Lunatic
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Tested positive in Dec 2020 and I still have antibodies as of last week
according to the results of my Covid 19 serology test.

menard
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yes

bobjones1234
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Covid hospitalizations and deaths are down 41 and 40% respectively since
the official start of Flu season. Flu season continues to be next to nothing
here for the second season in a row.

Thank you to each of you who are rotating orgonite!

Kelley
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May be old news here but I just found this today.

https://globalcovidsummit.org/

Sat/Listened through: Dr. Robert Malone - MRNA Vaccines Explained For
Real.

Technical but informative recommended

Sitting through this next: https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/dr-john-
campbell-compares-ivermectin-with-proposed-new-antiviral-molnupiravir

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

Florida COVID Summit: Leading Physicians Announce Updated
Declaration Focused on Children and Vaccines

On November 6, 2021, leading physicians from all over the world
gathered to talk about their recent Physicians' Declaration update
against authoritarian public health.
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ask your doctor about a lot of pills. if you feel suicidal call him right away. he
has a pill for that.

mel3
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I used to care about all this, but I take a pill for it now.

mcmlvii
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any political party that starts an anti-vaxx, anti-mask and anti-lockdown
platform using real evidence to debunk the active or inactive policies in
place today will win election by a landslide 

hooligan2009
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Nope, they'll be demonized and discredited by the MSM immediately
and maybe a few women that recall being sexually assaulted in grade
school.

Savvy
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"We will find or cause something - a pandemic - targeting certain people, a
real economic crisis or not, a virus affecting the old or the fat, it doesn't
matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and stupid will believe in it
and seek treatment.

BorraChoom
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3 Reply"

We will have made sure that treatment is in place, treatment that will be the
solution. The selection of idiots then takes care of itself: You go to the
slaughter by yourself. ": Jacques Attali 1981

The jab is proving to be an intelligence test.
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Those who remain will be the most hearty and skeptical group of
humans who ever inhabited the earth.  Those genes will be passed on.

Xena fobe
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Sincerely, I pray to God that you're wrong. I have too many loved ones
that have been coerced, convinced, or deceived into getting the jab.

Nomen Nescio
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It's not even a vaccine. Why do people keep calling it that?

Saluki
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Vaxx "immunity".

Oxymoron for this covid crap.

Andre
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Can we just settle this matter here and now. This has sweet fuck all to do
with science so can we kindly stop asking about "the science"? It's being
roundly ignored and it ain't coming back as long as the Pants Shitter-In-
Chief holds sway. 

First There Is A Mountain

Where Is The Science Behind The CDC’s Vaccine Push?
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Yes, the Delta variant.  Get vaccinated because of the Delta variant.  That
was, as memory serves, supposed to be the boogeyman variant that
would escape the vaccine and kill us all.  It was one (of the many) times that
dear, sweet Rachelle cried about how terrible things would get because
Delta was going to kill everyone.  So why would you take an injection that
the virus was going to escape anyway?  And why would you take a booster
of the same vaccine that is not supposed to be effective against the new
variants?

Unlike a lot of you, I’m not a complete anti-vaxxer.  There are vaccines that I
think do a hell of a lot of good.  Polio and smallpox, absent the lunacy of
keeping samples to “study” for biological weapons, were both virtually
eradicated by vaccines.  So there are vaccines that have a legitimate place
in medicine.  This injection ain’t one of them.  It’s not a vaccine in any
traditional definition of the term.  At best, it reduces the severity of illness.
 But it would appear that around 95% to 98% of the cases never get to
serious anyway.

 

Bay Area Guy
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And that pesky myocarditis caused by the jab is of concern too.

Oh yeah, that gates speech on vaxs and population control kinda lends
concern too.

Worker
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Agree.

Bay Area Guy
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Polio vax caused paralysis; Cutter had many lawsuits. In 1986 Fauxi
legislated Pharma Freedom From Liability. What you are seeing today
is a direct result. If they think they can fill their pockets, they are going
to go for it. There is no risk. 

14thecountry
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these so called authorities are the same demonic crowd that punished
Galileo for daring to suggest their concept of the SUN going around the
EARTH was wrong

liberty2day
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That's a pretty good analogy. Science is the new religion. During the
Salem witch trials, the majority of witches were single women of
property. Funny how that worked out.

Savvy
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Israel will be a fascinating case study soon.

Jethro
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the uk has already moved to the vaccine being a negative at preventing
covid.

desertdog
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From sex to food to immunity, going natural is better than introducing man-
made things like latex, preservatives, and vaccines.

I am not vaccinated and will never be.

However, much of my family are. So far, everyone is ok to mingle with me.

That's good, because that's the only realistic endgame here- the jabbed and
un-shot living side by side.

Like the Rolling Stones said, you can't always get what you want.

OutOfThinAir
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latex IS natural, it is from plants.

liberty2day
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Wrapping latex around your tool isn't natural......

Shirley Yugest
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I agree, I hate condoms.  which I why I do not have sex.

liberty2day
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Im sure no one has noticed the increase in Ambulence noise..Common 911
shortness of breath.

Bill of Rights
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There is no COVID pandemic. It is a man made scam-demic. The purpose is
to put an mRNA vaccine inside you and to be able to track you individually.
Also to weed out the noncompliant, thin the herd.

http://reclaimingrhodesia.com/digital-id-in-the-covid-injection-qr-codes-
and-camps-for-non-compliance/

ginoisahoody
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Pfizer CEO, Bourla, now calls people who spread COVID vaccine “disinfo,
criminals.  

https://ca.news.yahoo.com/pfizer-ceo-calls-people-spread-014409940.html

Robert De Zero
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